REFWORKS Assignment

For this assignment, you must first create a REFWORKS account. Use a non SJSU email as you will be able to continue to use this account even when you are not affiliated with SJSU.

Go to library.sjsu.edu. On the right hand side, there is a link for REFWORKS or go to ARTICLES & DATABASES and select R and scroll down to REFWORKS. Once you have logged in, create a folder for this exercise.

Using a current research assignment/exercise from another class (CCS 001, CCS 10A, CCS 74, etc or from another class) I want you to locate 10 citations within your topic. Using past techniques that we have reviewed in the class, locate 6 peer review articles, and 4 books (if you can) using only OneSearch. No web based sources.

Export the citations to your REFWORKS account.

Do the following:

- Identify all the keyword searches you did. I don't want just want one search and then selecting the top 10 citations. You should have a minimum of 5 keywords searches but you can have more if you want.
- Share your folder of 10 citations with me - kathryn.blackmerreyes@sjsu.edu
- Create a bibliography, copy, and place in a Word document.
- Write your reflective essay. Given some details, your written assignment will be longer than page. You should go up to 2 pages for this writing assignment.

In your essay, give me a quick overview of your assignment/topic (what where you seeking for); cover not just the process you took in locating the materials but also why the 10 citations you choose were the best towards the assignment.

If you cannot locate 10 citations, reflect on why you could not and what you tried.

Bibliographic styles
Sociology: ASA
Social Sciences: APA
English/Literature: MLA
History: Turabian/Chicago

REMEMBER you may still need to edit the citations that REFWORKS provides. It is not an end-all prefect bibliography provide but it does help a lot in the labor of creating bibliographies.

Due: Monday, September 30, 11:59 p.m.